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T

oday’s private investigator comes from two primary sources: (1) law enforcement agencies
and (2) from academic environments. To be successful as a profession, these groups must
be melded to a common group of values and objectives. The purpose of this book is to
provide the private investigator, regardless of experience, with information that will result in business and personal success. The book is divided into two parts.
Part I discusses basic business organization and management subjects applicable to those who
desire to be a successful business owner. It covers material for those just starting a business as well
as provides information that is of value to those who want to better organize and manage their
current business. Part II discusses basic investigative skills applicable to all levels of experiences
and areas of personal interest. This information comes from experienced private investigators and
takes a step beyond the traditional “school solution.” These are the skill sets normally considered
as general investigative skills which serve as a foundation for more specialized experiences.
The authors of this book are a very unique group of professionals. Each author has a minimum
of ten years of investigative experience and many have at least thirty-five years of experience. The
majority of the authors have investigative experience with large law enforcement agencies, in military service or at all levels of government. Topics covered include: private investigation as a second career; developing markets and partnerships for profit; professionalism and ethics; financial
dispute prevention and resolution; interviews, interpreters, and statements; producing a professional report; conducting investigation in China and in Europe; the complexities of international
investigations; investigator liability; foot and vehicle surveillance; effective surveillance techniques;
and employing a competent subcontractor.
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